SWAY

[Dm] [Gdim] [A7] [Gdim] [A7] [Dm/ / / ]

WHEN MARIMBA RHYTHMS
[Gdim] START TO [A7] PLAY
[Gdim] DANCE WITH [A7] ME,
[Dm] MAKE ME SWAY
LIKE A LAZY OCEAN
[Gdim] HOLD ME [A7] CLOSE,
[Dm] SWAY ME MORE [Dm/ ]

LIKE A FLOWER BENDING
[Gdim] BEND WITH [A7] ME,
[Dm] SWAY WITH EASE
WHEN WE DANCE YOU HAVE A
[Gdim] WAY WITH [A7] ME
[Gdim] STAY WITH [A7] ME,
[Dm] SWAY WITH ME

[Dm] OTHER DANCERS MAY
[C7] BE ON THE FLOOR
DEAR, BUT MY EYES WILL [F] SEE ONLY YOU
ONLY YOU HAVE THE [A7] MAGIC TECHNIQUE
WHEN WE SWAY I GO [Dm] WEAK [Dm/ ]

I CAN HEAR THE SOUND OF
[Gdim] VIO-[A7]-LI NS
[Gdim] LONG BE-[A7]-FORE [Dm] IT BEGINS
MAKE ME THRILL AS ONLY
[Gdim] SWAY ME [A7] SMOOTH,
[Dm] SWAY ME NOW

[Dm] OTHER DANCERS MAY
[C7] BE ON THE FLOOR
DEAR, BUT MY EYES WILL [F] SEE ONLY YOU
ONLY YOU HAVE THE [A7] MAGIC TECHNIQUE
WHEN WE SWAY I GO [Dm] WEAK [Dm/ / / ]

I CAN HEAR THE SOUND OF
[Gdim] VIO-[A7]-LI NS
[Gdim] LONG BE-[A7]-FORE [Dm] IT BEGINS
MAKE ME THRILL AS ONLY
[Gdim] SWAY ME [A7] SMOOTH,
[Dm] SWAY ME NOW
SWAY ME [Dm] NOW [Dm/ ]